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For inspections of Amateur Built Aircraft Projects contact the Recreational
Aircraft Association Headquarters at 1-800-387-1028
Regular Meetings are held on the first Tuesday of each month at 20:00 hours
in the clubhouse at:
Delta Airpark, 4103-104th Street
Delta, B.C. Clubhouse phone: 596-3644
Mailing Address: Chapter 85, RAAC
c/o Delta Heritage Airpark, 4103-104th St., RR#3, Delta, B.C. V4K-3N3
Executive meetings are held on the third Tuesday of each month at 19:30
hours in the clubhouse.
Chapter aircraft pilots, mail cheques (Payable to RAAC Chapter 85) to:
Brad Short, 8052-122a Street.Surrey. B.C. V3W-7R4

Bruce Prior
somewhere
with his 190.
Judging by
the look of
his wheel, I
wonder if
this was the
Concrete flyin (pun
intended).

Technical
Guy
Tips from EAA’s
Technical Counselor News
Removing Resin or Hardener From
Clothing
Bakeng Duce Newsletter
June 1995
You’re all dressed up to go someplace and take one quick last look on

your project. Sure enough, a dab of epoxy
finds its way onto your suit or best pants.
To remove it:
Resin alone: and aggressive solvent,
such as West System #850. Acetone or
lacquer thinner also works, but unlike the
West solvent, these are extremely flammable. NEVER use solvent directly on your
skin. Remove clothing first before treating
a spot of resin with solvent. Thoroughly
wipe the spot with a paper towel dampened with solvent; wash with hot soapy
water. Be advised though, solvents can
permanently change the colour of some
fabrics, and melt others.
Hardener alone: Hardener is the more
hazardous of the two epoxy components,
but is easier to remove. Hardener by itself
is best cleaned off with hot, soapy water.
Solvents are not effective on these spots.
When removing hardener, you must take

necessary precautions to keep it off your
skin.
Mixed resin and hardener: Believe
me, if you allow mixed epoxy to cure, it
will. The spot will eventually crack and
then you’ll have a hole in your pants.
When you get mixed epoxy on fabric, get
at it immediately. First - place a piece of
plywood behind the stained area, apply a
dab of waterless skin cleanser to the spot,
and scrape with a coin. Repeat four or
five times. Then scrub with dish soap and
a stiff fingernail brush. If there is still
epoxy in the fabric, it will usually show
up as a white spot. Repeat this procedure
until the spot disappears, then rinse thoroughly. Be careful, as this approach can
produce wear spots in some fabrics. Work
clean - you’ll waste less epoxy, the project will go better, and your clothes won’t
T&B
get ruined.

mail to:Airframe@istar.ca
http://home.istar.ca/~airframe
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BULLETIN BOARD
Re: Classified Ads: If you are running a
business card size ad or larger in the Turn
and Bank, there is a nominal charge. Rates
are on page 7: see The club Treasurer to
make payment.

son. Mail you request to the above address
or fax it to (206) 227-1159; or you can
phone it in at (206) 227-2173.

If you have questions or problems with
your aircraft construction, we have members who have developed some expertise in
various fields who have volunteered to
advise you on methods, procedures and pitfalls in the capacity of Builders’ Counselors
something along the lines of the former
designee programme. Please respect the
fact that these are volunteers who may not
appreciate late calls, and will not return
long-distance calls on their answering
machines. Also, none are inspectors, and
although experienced in their various fields,
cannot be held responsible. It is and
remains YOUR project. Their names and
numbers are on page two and will be a regular feature of our contents page.
Please note that the locks for the clubhouse and the club hangar have been
changed. If you want a key that works in
both hangar and clubhouse, give Rob Prior
a call at 980-7723.
Re: Border Crossing Permits: it’s that
time of year again!
Ask for: Foreign Civil Aircraft Special
Flight Authorization (SFA) No. NE/AC1013.
For permits contact:
Duty Officer
Federal Aviation Administration
Seattle Manufacturing Inspection District
Office ANM 108 S
1601 Lind Avenue SW
Renton, WA 98055
They will need your aircraft type,
model, registration and serial number. A
rough itinerary (eg: Arlington, Evergreen,
etc.) is required along with point of departure and first landing destination in the
States, but they seem to want it comprehensive to; so put in just about anywhere you
are likely to go or wind up. Give also dates
for which you need the permit. They will
also require a photocopy of your C or R and
of your journey log page containing your
most recent annual.
They are willing to give 180 day coverage that should certainly take in the sea-

Friday and Saturday July 10 and 11 only
Special Arrival Procedures.
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ARLINGTON FLY-IN

All aircraft inbound to Arlington must
us these procedures on Friday and
Saturday, July 10 and 11 from 8:00 am to
3:00 pm
-obtain ATIS on 132.025 prior to 25
miles from Arlington
-Monitor Arlington approach on
118.525 (effective Friday and Saturday only
8 am to 3 pm)
-All aircraft, whether inbound from
north or south must proceed direct to Green
Valley Airport prior to turning inbound to
the city of Arlington. (Note: on Friday and
Saturday, July 10 and 11, 8 am to 3 pm
only, the west side Mode C Veil route is
NOT available. Fly the east route inbound.)
-Listen for controller instructions as
you approach Green Valley. Controllers
will use colour and type of aircraft at Green
Valley.
-Pilots should vigorously rock wings to
acknowledge ATC instructions. Refrain
from verbal responses unless requested.
-From Green Valley, proceed single file
direct to the city of Arlington. Then follow
the published VFR inbound procedures.
-See maps in the notam.
-VFR holding may become necessary
due to congestion at Arlington. Approach
controllers at Green Valley Airport will
advise on 118.525 when holding is in
progress. use caution for heavy traffic in the
vicinity of Green Valley. Follow instructions
issued by approach controllers at Green
Valley.
DO NOT proceed past Green Valley
without a clearance to do so.
-No radio (NORDO) aircraft will NOT
be authorized on Friday and Saturday from
10 am to 3 pm only.
Arlington Area Frequencies
Arlington ATIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .132.025
Arlington Tower Primary . . . . . .127.3

Arlington Tower Backup . . . . . .118.15
Arlington Approach (Friday and Saturday
only) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .118.525
Arlington Ground Control . . . . .121.25
Arlington FSS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .122.4
Arlington Unicom . . . . . . . . . . .122.7
Arlington Ramp Control . . . . . . .124.45
Seattle Centre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .128.5
Arlington AWOS . . . . . . . . . . . .135.625
U.S.CUSTOMS PROCEDURES
1. U.S. Customs will be at Arlington
each day of the Fly-In (on west side of the
field) and will clear foreign arriving aircraft
from 0800-1500, July 8-11. Customs will
close at 1300 local time on Sunday, July 12
(hours coincide with tower operation,
except during and after air shows).
2. Notification to U.S.Customs is
waived for private/general aviation aircraft
inbound direct to Arlington, from Canada,
during the operating hours stated above.
3. All arriving foreign registered aircraft
will be directed to Customs regardless of
further intentions.
TRAFFIC PATTERN
All arriving aircraft enter the airport
traffic pattern only via the Arlington arrival
procedures as indicated above. ONLY LEFT
TRAFFIC for Runway 16 - or - RIGHT
TRAFFIC for Runway 34 will helicopters
operating on the west side of the airport. All
landing traffic must be alert for possible
radio or light gun signal wave-off from the
Tower. PLAN YOUR LANDING SO AS TO
CLEAR THE RUNWAY AS SOON AS POSSIBLE ONTO A HARD SURFACE.
REMEMBER TO CLOSE YOUR FLIGHT
PLAN AT FSS LOCATED ON THE FIELD
OR ARLINGTON RADIO ON 122.4
SEATTLE RADIO 122.5, 122.55, 123.65
1-800-992-7433

Support
Sport
Aviation
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Fairings For
Your Homebuilt
By Fred Hinsch

Yep, it’s a homebuilt. A replica P-51
powered by a big Lycoming.
HIS IS FOR THOSE OF YOU o u t
there who have been flying your airplanes without fairings, like me,
mainly for reasons of procrastination. Well,
if your airplane is at the airport and may
even be sitting outside (mine is) you can
still have fairings on it and improve its looks
and performance. What you want to make:
-Wing root and flap fairings, this can
be a single fairing
-Gear leg fairings, they could be bent
of alclad sheet.
-Gear leg fairing to the fuselage
-Gear leg to wheelpants (this assumes
you have them). There may be other fairings you can make but I will stick to these.
What you will need:
-Modeling clay. About 25 lbs should
do it. You can buy this at hobby shops or
ceramics shops.
-Some foam blocks, 3” pink stuff is
what I used.
-Two yards of 6 oz. polyester cloth and
one yard of 2.5 oz. polyester cloth.
-16’ x 4” of 6 oz. poly. tape.

T

-One quart container (the ice cream
type) of zeothix. It is a filler that stops the
mix from running too much. one half that
amount of microballoons.
-Three 500 ml kits of Coldcure. This is
a 2 part polyester resin that will cure outside in any temperature you would care to
work in. Or any equivalent product.
-A small can of paste wax (poly resin
won’t stick to it).
-Three 1” paint brushes (for spreading
the resin mix on the mold).
Those are the essentials; add whatever
else you think you may need.
Let’s go do it:
In my case my Bede is at the airport
and has been for a long time. I wasn’t about
to take it home to do this; so off I went to
the airport on a good day with all my supplies and tools. I had already installed leg
fairings of metal so the fairings I was looking at were the upper and lower ones.
I took a creeper board for lying under
the airplane and a pail of water (the claymold must remain damp until you lay up

your cloth). To save some clay, I used the
foam, carved to a rough outline of the
future fairings and glued to the spots around
the leg fairing. I found that masking tape
also works. The clay work took hours!
Molding it over the top of the foam, filling
all voids. Now and then it needs to be
sprayed with a spray bottle of water. A spatula comes in handy to smooth out the
mold. Under the floor I spread it out in a
half circle, but on top it meets the sidechannel and is drawn forward and aft to make it
look streamlined. I don’t need to tell you
that the flatter you make the curves the larger this thing will get! So use your own
judgement here. I cut out all the pieces of
cloth first, then mixed the resin adding lots
of the thickener. (This was going to be overhead - yuck). I wetted the cloth first and
man was that a mess! However, I did manage to do it without getting it all over
myself.
To backtrack a moment, around the
edge of the mold spread a thin coat of wax
to save your paint job. The next day the
Continued next page
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Minutes
by Jim Hunter
Minutes of the General Meeting,
2 June, 1998
Call to order : 8:00 pm by President Pat
O’Donnell.
Spence/Walker: that the Minutes of the
General Meeting of 5 May, 1998 be adopted as printed in Turn and Bank. Discussion
carried.

Fairings

Continued from Page 5

glass is hard. I hope you were waring rubber surgical gloves for your glassing!
I cut it at the back edge with a lino
knife and carefully loosened it with a hacksaw blade. I did not try to save the mold, or
the clay for that matter. Back in the workshop after doing the process twice, the fairing was cleaned and lightly sanded and
another layup was made with 6 oz. cloth.
The third and final one is the 2.5 oz. cloth
and micro balloons in the mix (this makes it
self leveling). Any dips after that are filled
with featherfill.
To install these fairings I used sheet
metal screws underneath. On top none are
needed. The cut back edge needs a metal
doubler underneath for screws to go into.
The bottom fairings are basically done
the same way. Mine enclose the brake
calipers and attach to the wheel pants with
nutplates and stainless steel screws.
My next project were the wingroot fair ings. Very little clay is needed here, only
the juncture between the side angle of the

Committee Reports:
Treasury: Verbal report by Treasurer Tim
Novak.
Membership/Library: Rob Prior: 126 full
voting members, 26 complementary. We
have two videos that are available for your
taking out: “ Mosquito, the Wooden
Wonder” and “Flying in General” (I merely
report what I hear).
B u i l d i n g s: Colin Walker: the big Annual
went well and just about everything tickityboo.
Aircraft: Brad Short: Turbi flew 14.3 in May
and going fine.
Newsletter: George Gregory: Fine. K.T.C.&
L. coming in!
Fly-outs: Dirk Post: Oliver Fly-in: 13 June.
Port Alberni: 14 June to see the Martin
Mars. Be on the ground by 10:00 am for

ground transport to Sproat lake. Have $5 to
help the ground transport mob.
D H A P C O M : Terry Wilshire: 1) July 4
DHAP fly-in will have an A/C parts swap
meet too.
2) The tie-downs at DHAP are filling. Best
book one soon if interested. It’ll be good to
see the field carpetted with airplanes again.
Old Biz: none.
New Business:
Arlington Fly-In: Don Souter: July 8 to 12 Wednesday to Sun day. There will be
Customs and FAA Temp Tower on the field.
Check notams as there are some gen
changes this year. Don will pass info to
Turn and Bank as he has it.
Hindle/Wilshire: that we adjourn. So we
did.
Jim Hunter, Secretary.
T&B

windshield and the wing leading edge much to overlap it onto the fuselage side!
needs a clay mold.
My fairing of course is portable because the
Are you still with me? Good.
wing is metal, but it is attached to the wing.
The 4” tape is laid over the top of the You don’t want water running into the
wing and fuselage. Again two layers of the cockpit.
tape (but only one at the airport). I used no
Winter is coming soon (that’s a bit pes2.5 oz here, only another layer of glass with simistic - ed) and I may think up some other
micro balloons. I have a metal wing and fairings till next spring, so if you feel
T&B
used handywrap (yes, you read this right) inspired, now get to it!
under it to lay the
glass onto. From the
Com e in for a Land ing a t
leading edge it goes
under a little way and
over the top of the
side window. The
whole thing goes
back over the top of
North Ramp
the flaps to.. The finished fairing looks
We’re located at Airside Blvd. at Pitt Meadows
great.
If you have a
Airport... Join us for
glass wing, you may
want to bond it to the
wing itself. Of course
you must sand off
some paint. Again,
use judgement how

Breakfast and Lunch
It’s cosy
& the food is great
Now Open 7 days a week!
9 am - 4 pm
11465 Baynes Rd
Pitt Meadows
465-5444
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Hangars
Tiedowns
Fuel and Oil sales
Coffee and lunch shop
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AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PARTS AND SUPPLIES
Brackett Air Filters
Gill Batteries
Red Ram 20w50 oil
Champion Oil Filters
Engine Gaskets
Spark Plugs
Scat/Cat Tube
Ameri-King ELT

Windshields
4130 tube/sheet
Instruments
2024T3/6061T6 Tube/Sheet
Control Cable
Aluminum
Tires/Brakes
Building/Repair Tools
Shock Cords
Poly Fiber Coverings
Sitka Spruce
Baltic Birch Plywood
Dealer Inquiries for RANDOLPH
Spars/Ribs
products
We carry a HUGE Selection of AN hardware
DEMEL AIRCRAFT CORP.
RR#2, SITE 30, COMP 27 PENTICTON AIRPORT
PENTICTON, BC V2A 6J7
(250) 490-9532 1-888-490-9532
FAX: (250) 490-9538

Classified Ads are free (within reason) to
members. Display Ad rates are:
Business Card:$25 per year
1/4 page:
$10/month
1/2 page
$15/month
1 page:
$25/month

$100/yr
$150/yr
$250/yr

FOR SALE:
KR2S. Plans built.
Approximately 40% completed including
lower fuselage, empennage, wing roots,
spars, landing gear, and controls. $4500
and 600 hours invested. Has already completed one inspection and is almost ready
for a second inspection. Asking $3000.00
obo. Jamie
467-0870 or 467-6646
FOR SALE: New 4130 Tubing - most sizes
available. Used - Tripacer Fuselage (comes
with logs), metal prop off 150 hp Tripacer
(comes with logs) Cessna spring steel gear
legs, misc. wheels, axles, brakes and parts,
misc. instruments (no altimeters!) A75
engine case, 7 Continental cylinders, some
Lycoming cylinders (big), carbs, mags,
pumps, old radios, etc. Call Pat at home,
533-1839.
Avian Graphics
Layout, Logo Design, Letterheads, Business
Cards, what-have-you.
George Gregory
882-8016
W A N T E D: Medium size air compressor,
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with or without tank.
Doug
275-1405
FOR SALE:
One pair of Taylorcraft wheels/brakes $275.
Bob
275-1603
FOR SALE: SIROCCO PROJECT
Fuselage, canopy, tail group complete. Air
frame control components done except for
cable. Main-wheel gear, wheels and brakes
done. Tail-spring and wheel included. Panel
made, no instruments. Lycoming 0-290
GPU Zero-timed. Will Neubert stainless
cross-over exhaust with stainless
muffler/shrouds. Bendix PSC5 carb. Bendix
mags with non-shielded leads. no starter,
starter ring or alternator. Weldtech engine
mount. McCauley prop.
Wings: ribs and minor spars done. Spar
diaphragms done. Two spar-grade spruce
planks. No other wing parts.
$15,000 firm, complete and not interested
in parting-out
Jim Hunter
576-2678
FOR SALE:
1 set (8) 60810 (68763) M10 main bearings
$295 per set
1/2 set (4) of same
$150 per set
1 set (8) 60810 (68763) M003 main bearings
$295 per set
1 set (8) 61662 M10 Rod Bearings $175 per
set.

All bearings fit Lycoming 0-235 and 0-290
(without C/S prop). All are new, perfect but
certs mislaid,
Gogi
(604) 823-6428
FOR SALE:
1957 Tripacer Wings uncovered, all
reworked. New leading edge. New ash tip.
All Zinc Chromate ready to fabric. Included:
2-18 gal. gas tank, 2 - gas tank cover, landing light, aileron and flap, front and rear
struts. Asking $4000 Canadian.
Roger Gauthier (Kelowna) (250)-763-1529
(250) 212-0832 (cel)
WANTED: PA 18 or PA 20/22 Wings. Some
damage OK.
946-5881
FOR SALE: Tailwind Project. I hate to let it
go! All wood for wings, spars and ribs done,
new wing fittings, control system, Cougar
fuselage mostly modified for Tailwind use.
George Gregory
882-8016
FOR SALE: Lycoming GPU good jugs, crank
and case (modified for A/C use), mags, turn
and bank indicator. Fuel tank with gauge,
cut down Sensenich prop, lots of other stuff.
George Gregory
882-8016
FOR SALE: Fleet F7 Biplane replica. Very
close to original copy except for uncowled
engine. Engine: Kinner R55 160 hp. Aircraft
is modified for solo operation from rear
Classified continued on page 8
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Classified Ads
(Continued from page 7)
cockpit. Extra bellytank with wobble pump.
Original Fleet wheels, brakes, pedals and
stick column. Original parachute accommodating bucket seats, oversize tires, Stits covering, voice activated intercom. Ted
Hendrickson Propeller, manual and extra
key magswitch.
$35,000 Canadian.
(604) 478-6048
Will consider small antique aircraft engine
as trade-in.
FOR SALE: Some Cont.0-200 parts: Case
(checked, no cracks) Camshaft, Gears, Rods
and Pistons; Carb and spider, Starter (pull
type) and Generator, mags (one is disassembled). $2500 for the package, offers
considered on individual parts. Also, Prop
hub for Cont. tapered shaft, $350, Wing
parts for Taylorcraft BC-12D (disassembled)
including ribs, spars, compression struts,
brace wires and strut fittings. Offers?
Contact David Smith
(604) 513-0353
(604)513-0373 (fax)
FOR SALE: 1 pair David Clark Helicopter
headset, 1 Telex MRB-2400 headset,1
HAT TO WRITE...
I am noting with a great deal of satisfaction that for the time being, at
least, the small airports in our lives seem to
be thriving. Delta has been rescued from
oblivion by the tireless efforts of Terry
Wilshire (and the many who have done
good work with him), and Langley is fairly
bursting with activity under the able hand of
George Miller. I was flying into YNJ a few
months back and nearly swallowed my
microphone when I heard mention of an
instrument approach on the ATIS. I remember when we didn’t even have lights; I had
to do my night rating at Abbotsford.
There will be a lot happening at
Langley around Canada Day, and there is
the fly-in at Delta on July 4. These two activities at least I’ll be able to attend (and
Arlington, of course. Who could miss that?)
On the other hand...
Summer without the Abbotsford
Airshow. Wow. It’s not so much that it’s my
favorite activity (though it ranks second only
to Arlington); but it is practically a seasonal
marker in my flying calendar. I am going to
miss it greatly; I fervently hope this is (and
so I am assured) temporary. What is summer
without the heat, dust, and the sound of jets,
souped up Extras and Pitts, or the sound of a

Marvel Schebler MA3-SPA and 1 MA4-SPA
carburetors.
June McMann 943-5369
Aircraft Painting
Will paint, finish off aircraft for cash or part
share in airplane. Prefer Cessna or Piper.
Value of work is $6-8000 depending on
condition of aircraft.
Kevin
580-6264
FOR SALE: 1967 Cessna 172. 4100 TT,
1750 SMOH, on condition, runs great. Dual
NavComs, ADF, Transponder Mode C,
Asking $28,000 obo. Chuck
826-8898
FOR SALE: One set of 1500 Murphy floats
ready to go.
Ole #45-3931 198 st. Langley BC 514-1280
FOR SALE: 6 Factory new Franklin 180 hp
cylinders includes installed valves $300
each, will not part out.
Tim Novak
271-8586
W A N T E D : No bounce landing gear for
Aeronca Champ
Ken Morrison
(604)524-1762

The dates have not been decided as of
yet. That’s where you, the enthusiasts come
into the role. We have picked a few weekends for you to think about: They are:
May 23 and 24
May 30 and 31
June 6 and 7
Sept 12 and 13
Sept 19 and 20

Dear Chapter 85 Members and Friends,
DEMEL AIRCRAFT Corp., being a Poly
Fiber distributor would like to hold a Poly
Fiber Basic Fabric Covering Seminar and a

Please let us know what weekend will
be the best; we will pick a weekend after we
hear back from you. Include your phone
number and the date that suits you.
There will be a fee of $275 for each 2
day workshop. this includes all the materials
and supplies needed. Travel to and from
Penticton and accommodations and meals
are NOT included. See our ad on page 7 for
our phone and fax numbers.

big radial blatting across the showline? This
is the stuff of summer.
It has served as a point of exposure
with the public as well. It is a good place for
the general public to get a look at all aspects
of flight, from the massive military hardware
showcased each year to the neat little stuff
like ultralights and sportplanes. Arlington is
for the converted; it is mostly homebuilts,
antiques, and old warbirds: my favorite sort
of stuff, but for those without 80/87 running
through their veins, it’s hard to beat something like Abbotsford to get them in the
door. It’s the broad appeal of airshows like
Abbotsford that attracts the general public. I
for one desperately hope the absence is temporary.
Aircraft ownership is a complicated
emotional issue. It makes very little sense
from a financial point of view to own one,
especially when one belongs to a club such
as ours, with the various advantages such
membership brings. They are harder on gas
than cars, and the fuel is more expensive.

Then
there’s
tiedowns/hangarage,
annuals,etc.,etc.
That being said, I was imagining the
“pro”side of owning my own plane. For
instance: it is far more convenient. All you
have to do is head down to the airport and
fly: no bookings, no waiting, and no need to
have the aircraft back at a fixed time for the
next renter.
You know another pilot hasn’t bent
some hidden part when you are the only
pilot; whatever adverse thing has happened,
you probably did it: no suprises.
Also (and this is especially true in my
case), there are not many six seat aircraft for
rent; and with the optional child seat, that is
what I have. We will outgrow it eventually,
but for now it fills the bill.
It’s neat to have another excuse to head
down to YNJ to “check on our investment”,
maybe buff it up a bit if I’m not actually
going up. And it is increasing in value.
It has social ramifications: we are getting to know the families of Christopher’s
classmates. A half hour ride is a good present when he is called to attend a birthday,
and Dad is glad to oblige.
Well, there. A magnificent rationalization of a very expensive habit. I feel so
T&B
much better. Don’t you?

W
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Composite Construction Workshop i n
1998. We are very pleased to be able to
sponsor these excellent workshops which
are taught by factory trained experts that do
this for a living. You won’t be disappointed!
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